Block Booking Housing Proxy Form
(Colonia and Musselman Halls and any remaining apartments)

Students who wish to participate in Block Booking will need to attend room selection on Sunday, April 12, 2015, 2:00-4:30 p.m. (CUB 260). Block Booking cannot be done using the online housing selection system; therefore, ALL students participating in Block Booking must physically attend room selection during this time. If you are unable to do so, you must designate a proxy to select a room for you. You must complete this proxy form signed by you and your proxy and your proxy needs to bring the completed proxy form along to room selection on April 12th, to select a room on your behalf.

I, ____________________________________________, give my permission to, ____________________________________________,
PRINT name of person UNABLE to attend Block Booking Housing Selection  PRINT name of proxy
to select housing for me during the Block Book Housing Selection process for the 2015-2016 Academic Year.

__________________________________________  __________________________
SIGNATURE of person UNABLE to attend Block Booking Housing Selection  Date

My Lottery Number

__________________________________________  __________________________
SIGNATURE of proxy  Date

My Lottery Number